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SoCalGas Climate Adaptation
Regulation Review and Participation Opportunities
•

SoCalGas understands
that to build a more
resilient, climate
adaptable region we need
to work collaboratively
and listen to feedback
from communities. As a
leader in your area, we are
hoping that you will help us move the needle forward on climate action.
As a valued community partner, we would like to invite you to complete
the following survey which will support SoCalGas as we look to identify
opportunities and partnerships for our Climate Adaptation and
Sustainability efforts and initiatives.
The goal of this survey is to understand better the climate-related topics
most important to your organization and explore potential long-term
partnership opportunities related to our Climate Adaptation and
Sustainability efforts. SoCalGas is committed to finding ways to
intentionally support work or partnerships that will make a meaningful
impact in your community. Your input is very important to us, and we
appreciate you taking the time to provide us with your honest feedback.
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Organization Name *
Desert T

•

What kind of organization do you represent?
Local or regional government
State government
Federal government
Nonprofit or community-based organization
Philanthropy (foundation or grant-making entity)
Academia
Tribal nation
Other (please specify)

•

Is your organization currently engaged or have a focus in climate or
sustainability?
Yes

•

No

Other (please specify)

Which of the following topics is your organization most interested in?
Climate change adaptation
Habits and ecosystems
Supply chain sustainability
Education
Air quality
Transportation and mobility

Sea level rise and coastal flooding
Hydrological changes (extreme rainfall, flood, drought, runoff, etc.)
Employment and green job creation
Climate change mitigation
Energy affordability
Clean, safe, reliable energy
Access to outdoors (parks, beaches, etc.)
Wildfire
Extreme heat
•

Are you familiar with any of SoCalGas' past or current sustainability and
climate change initiatives?
Extremely familiar
Somewhat familiar
Not familiar
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Regulation Review
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The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) recently decided on
new regulations on how California investor-owned utilities should
approach climate adaptation. This ruling includes guidance on how
utilities like SoCalGas should develop community engagement plans and
vulnerability assessments.
• Were you familiar with the CPUC’s decision prior to taking this survey?
•

Yes
•

No

Somewhat

The core directive of the CPUC ruling states that:
"This decision takes steps to ensure the energy utilities we regulate are
prepared to upgrade their infrastructure, operations and services to adapt
to climate change, and to ensure safe and reliable energy service to all
Californians—including those most vulnerable and disadvantaged. At its
essence, climate change adaptation for California’s investor-owned
energy utilities (IOUs or energy utilities) focuses on incorporating the best
available climate science into utility infrastructure, operations and
services for the long-term to help ensure provision of resilient and reliable
service to all customers.
Vulnerability assessments will focus on climate risks to operations and
service as well as to utility assets over which IOUs have direct control.
Assessments should identify areas in need of extra funding, outreach and
education, and parties may weigh in on such areas. The vulnerability
assessments will provide the information the Commission and
stakeholders need to determine whether infrastructure or service
changes will be needed as a means of climate adaptation."
To achieve this, SoCal Gas is reaching out to community-based
organizations and residents in our service areas to encourage their
participation—at any level and at any time during this process.
Examples of participation may include:
•

Goal development— Identifying and developing goals for the
vulnerability assessment process and outputs

•

•

Scope analysis— Determining the overall scope of the vulnerability
assessment, such as which climate hazards, timeframes, and
scenarios should be considered

•

Data gathering— Gathering data from communities to help
identify critical vulnerabilities and priority adaptation needs

•

Implementation— Developing plans on how to integrate SoCal Gas’
vulnerability assessment data into adaptation plans and support
regional climate resilience initiatives

•

Administration— Ongoing engagement with SoCal Gas
throughout the process, such as being part of a stakeholder
advisory group

•

Review— Providing feedback on the findings and outputs from the
vulnerability assessment.

Based on this information, would your organization be interested in
directly participating in and/or supporting the development and
implementation of SoCalGas’ climate change vulnerability
assessment?
Yes

•

No

Maybe

Please select which of the phases of the vulnerability assessments
you’d like to be part of? (select all that apply)
Goal development
Scope analysis
Data gathering
Implementation
Administration
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What is your preferred way of engaging with SoCalGas about the
vulnerability assessments? (select all that apply)
Large community meeting (webinar or in-person forums)
One-on-one interviews
Small focus groups
Surveys
Other (please specify)

•

How would you like to receive updates and reports on SoCalGas’
climate adaption efforts? (select all that apply)
In-person community meetings
Virtual community meetings
In-person small group meetings
Virtual small group meetings
Social media, e-newsletter, or email
Print media (i.e., reports, quarterly updates)
SoCal Gas website
None, I don’t want updates
Other (please specify)

•

Please provide any additional comments or feedback for SoCalGas that
you think are relevant or will be important for the success of this
initiative.

•
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Thank You!
Your submission has been received. Please email us
at climateadaptation@socalgas.com or contact your local SoCalGas
representative if you have additional questions or would like more
information.

